Field Day Dance Will Have Sammy Liner's Orchestra

Dean and Mrs. T. P. Pitre Are Invited to Chaparejo Annual Affair

EVENYONE IS WELCOME

Sammy Liner and his bold and staunch rhythm and groups of Technology boys have arranged to furnish the music necessary to turn the light fantastic on the Field Day, and the name of their chaparejo has been selected accordingly, thusly, "Chaparejo." Unusual to Chaparejo they shall be only "freshman" clothes. In doing so the TIE TROAR adds another incentive for the freshmen to attend Field Day.

COMMUTERS HOLD FIRST MEETING

Pres. Compton Will Address Over 120 New Men

President Karl T. Compton will address the full meeting of the commited clubs of the Technology Commuters Association this afternoon at 3:30 p.m., following the freshman banquet.

Field Day Spirit Lags as Time for Event Draws Near

Briggs and Stockmayer Both Disappointed in Sophomores and Freshmen

PLANS BEING FINISHED

Freshmen Section Leaders Meet Today, Mass Meeting Also Scheduled

Prospects for a closely contested Field Day are slowly growing as the freshmen, Sophomores and Seniors are being rounded into clumps. Spirit of the freshman class is slowly drooping, according to Walter W. Lanseidol, chairman of the junior class, who is in charge of the freshmen plans, while the seniors are said to be as disheartened as is the student body, judging from the remarks of Philip Briggs, Jr., president of that class.

Two Freshmen Meetings Started

Two freshmen meetings are definitely scheduled— a meeting of the section leaders today at five o'clock in Room 2-244, followed by a meeting at all the freshmen the day before Field Day. At the section leaders' meeting today the assembly collected for freshmen uniforms will be turned in and any remaining business will be settled. Another mass meeting may be held.

Parts Still Open in "The Ivory Door"

Additional Tryouts for Milne's Play Will be Held Today in 2-190

Additional tryouts will be held today for the drama's first play, in Room 2-190, at 3 o'clock. It is said that the need for players is still great and that the rules for tryouts will be as advertised in the announcements.

The play, which will be produced in December, is a one-act play by P. A. Milne. Last year the drama department sponsored the play without any outside assistance, giving the production to the freshmen. This year, according to President Elmer B. Bleomarden, the play will have a more realistic presentation. It will be given in 2-190, the Oldmajestic Theatre, located in the business district.

Coaches Hedlund, McCarthy Speak at Dinner

Both Give Advice to Freshmen Regarding Athletics as Activities

Coach Emmett R. Hedlund of track and Henry A. McCarthy of basketball were the principal speakers at the third annual freshman banquet held last night in the North Hall of Walnut House. Professor Zion, president of the Dramatics Club, and Mr. Bayard, chairman of the Dramatics Club, were the other speakers.

Hedlund told the freshmen that next season will be one of the best ever. Work done at the last annual freshman banquet, he said, would not be lost and that the team would be of better quality in the future.

The remarks of McCarthy were also to the point. He told the freshmen to work hard and that the biggest thing that could happen to them was that they would do well in the future.

The remarks of the two coaches were well taken by the freshmen who were all in agreement that the banquet was a success and that the freight was outstanding.
such timid seniors

statistics are handed down to us by the technique board which throws light on the phenomenon of the abysmal average of the average senior classes at the institute. during the past three years only seventeen percent of the total class has taken our tech science picture. last year there was an increase of five per cent. the reason as suggested by technique is that last year’s class were a better bunch because of their four year plan. the increase probably was the realization that the space in the year book was valuable, for two reasons, commercially and as a momentous of their four years at the institute. to the prospective employer the picture and activity listing in the year book is impressive. to the grandchildren, granddad’s picture back in 1934 will be the source of much a laugh.

a prelude to what?

is germany justified in Quitting the league? is her act the act of a wrenched nation which can no longer hope for justice, or is it another prelude to international chaos?

if we are to train children right.

the love of redemption and the honor traditionally given to the military man are marked in most of the central european nations. they seem almost to be racial traits. couple this with the depressing economic conditions still existing in germany, and the massed frenzy which Hitler can direct is explainable.

the massed frenzy which Hitler can direct is explainable.

we quote verbatim:

Harvard Peaches

1 peach

6 slices stale cake cut in squares

1 cup raspberries

happen to be called “harvardpeaches,” still and all there are complexes when the woman who once upon itself upon us.

in our daily menu comes an excerpt from the Philadelphia Public Ledger.

SAY WHAT?

we imagine that a professor’s life must be an easy one, as if it were a mere enumeration of the titles of room is large, the automatic console.

the professor has written an essay upon the cello. he has written essays upon the cello. he has written over 300 pamphlets on various phases of the field of physics and is considered by many as one of the outstanding men in this work in the country.

are they?

Karl Taylor Compton was for many years professor of physics at Princeton, and for seven years he guided the Laboratory of Physics. at the present time he is working in Harvard Laboratories, and spends several hours each week in the Laboratory of Physics. he has made a great many contributions to the world of science, and his work is considered by many as one of the outstanding men in this work in the country.

the three are, william compton, because of his outstanding service and excellence in Washington, D. C. the other is Lauro daughter to his daughter is the wife of president Compton's. his daughter is the wife of president compton, the second one became professor of physics at the University of Chicago, and for seven years a member of the faculty. his debate with Dr. Millikan, father of the electron, was the outstanding feature of the annual meeting of the American Physical society.

MOTHER of president of Institute holds degree

of a single man can influence the actions of four world powers.

fortunes were swept away by the Western College, and Mrs. Ouida Compton, 74, mother of President Compton, was one of the outstandin

she says. “I was unwilling to leave them to nurses, and feel that nursing is the most important work in the world.”

perhaps because of the prevalence of our conveniences. how-

the realm of ultra-violet spectroscopy, the “that’s how I felt about raising my daughter. She got it because one col-
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The basketball schedule has not been announced yet by Manager Galvin, but it is expected that it will be ready soon. It could very well have been ready long ago except for certain difficulties caused by the academic calendar. The exact time of the season is not yet known. For the first time in a number of years the Engineers will not play Newports Naval Academy, usually the initial match of the season. The opener will take place until January 6, after Christmas vacation. There will be another game with Brown later on in the season and there will be two games with Yale.

We note by the Boston papers that a number of graduates and undergraduates of the Institute have been doing well in another athletic sport. Not the least of these is Jerko Kunz, who once walked off with the New England Championship in 1898. In the South sports but this year Jack ran a thrilling race to best Brendan Mahony, former Boston College star, over that distance. Most Jenkins was good for a second tally of the game, adding to the discouragement of the Beavers. After, Stockton started the Crimson's third and last point, with a long shot, which was clearly the least goal of the contest. The game ended with Technology trying desperately for a score, but unable to make one from a strong enough rally. In the first clash, and taking all but one place of the contacts which take place at or about seventy-five in the morning.

For the first time in the history of technology rowing, there are four heavy crews cut for the fall practices. Bill Rao is going in according to the rowing coach, because he is not so capable as the other men. Of course, he has not had a chance to do any practice. He still needs more work, but he has a promising future.

FRESHMEN LOSE BY 6-0

(Continued from Page 1)

"A Vacation in a South American Jungle," will be the topic discussed by William F. Ailes and Julian S. Straton, members of the staff of the Department of Physics at the first talk at the Fall Dinner Party of the Technology Faculty Club next Thursday, in Wallace Memorial. Karl T. Congtton will also speak.

Two Members of Staff to Give Illustrated Talk Next Week

A. "A Vacation in a South American Jungle," will be the topic discussed by William F. Ailes and Julian S. Straton, members of the staff of the Department of Physics at the first talk at the Fall Dinner Party of the Technology Faculty Club next Thursday, in Wallace Memorial. Karl T. Congtton will also speak.

Tuesday, October 16, 1933

THE TECH

Scene During First Half Harvard Soccer Game

Jungle Vacation to be Described to Faculty Club
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**THE TECH**

**Recovery Board Will Hold NRA Institute Here**

Effects on Labor, Industry, and Social Conditions Will Be Discussed

The Massachusetts State Recovery Board will hold its Junior NRA Institute here early next month, at the invitation of President Compton. The effects of the NRA on labor, industry, and social conditions will be discussed.

**Wednesday, Oct. 17**

5:00 P.M.—Banjo Club Rehearsal, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.

7:00 P.M.—Dance Band Rehearsal, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.

9:00 P.M.—Men's Society Dance, North Hall, Walker Memorial.

**Wednesday, Oct. 18**

5:00 P.M.—Arbitrates Rehearsal, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.

5:00 P.M.—Unity Club Meeting, Faculty Dining Room, Walker Memorial.

5:00 P.M.—Graduates' Club Dinner, North Hall, Walker Memorial.

5:00 P.M.—Alpha Chi Sigma Dinner, Grill, Walker Memorial.

**Wednesday, Oct. 14**

5:00 P.M.—Combined Professional Society Meeting, Room 5-225.

5:30 P.M.—Christian Science Organization Meeting, Room 14-200.

**Thursday, Oct. 17**

5:00 P.M.—Banjo Club Rehearsal, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.

**MUSICAL CLUBS SEEK NEW MEN**

Candidates for Management Are Desired by Publicity Manager Woolf

Having almost completed the campaign for new talent in their musical section, the Combined Musical Clubs announced yesterday through their publicity manager, Ralph B. Woolf, '33, that at present there are openings in their management staff for freshmen and Sophomore candidates. 

"The management of the clubs presents to an individual an opportunity to become well versed in any particular phase of management," says Woolf. "Any freshman or Sophomore student who would like to participate of some of the work and play of the Musical Clubs kindly come to the office of the management on the third floor of Walker Memorial any night between 8 and 9 o'clock."

**STUDENTS' CLUB CONDUCTS DANCE**

Affair in Walker Was Attended by Foreign Students of Greater Boston

To create and foster a spirit of good will and understanding between foreign students who are enrolled in colleges of Greater Boston, the International Students' Club held an informal dance in the North Hall of Walker Memorial last Saturday. The affair, which lasted from 8 o'clock to midnight was attended by more than thirty-five couples. Varney's Orchestra furnished the music for the festivities. Mr. James B. Watson, director of the club, and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Polhemus of Pittsfield, and Mrs. Anna L. Lawton of Dedham, served as chaperons at the dance. The club plans to hold a series of monthly socials or dances.

**FIELD DANCE WILL HAVE SAMMY LINERS' ORCHESTRA**

(Continued from Page 1)

Dances Fixed for Originality

The Dormitory Dance Committee has made the arrangements for the dance. The committee is known nationally, even internationally, for its original and novel dances. Last year, people in Australia heard of the dance in which the intelligence quota of the girl controlled the admittance price. This year, an article describing the dance in which the weight and the color of the hair of the girl fixed the entrance fee according to formula was posted late yesterday through the Institute buildings. An alert reporter from THE TECH discovered the interesting fact that November 5 falls on a Sunday, the dance being therefore scheduled for an abrupt interruption by the famed Watch and Ward Society. Or are Sunday dances permitted under the N.R.A.?

**PLANT ENGINEERS TO HOLD DINNER**

Thursday evening at five o'clock the Plant Engineers Club will hold a dinner in the Faculty Dining Room of Walker Memorial. About twenty-five guests are expected. The dinner will continue until nine o'clock. Mr. W. S. Baldwin is in charge of the catering.

According to Professor Adendorff, there is no better condition for learning, as he is asleep when what awakens—The Alves Hackthistle.

"I'd take this one anywhere!"

"I've swung many a stick and I know how to spin 'em."

"I've smoked many a cigarette and I know how to taste 'em.

"Chesterfields are milder—they taste better—and man they do satisfy!"